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Tereora College students who participated in the Year9 FreeG programme

Kia Orana!
Kia Orana kotou katoatoa, 2018 saw the start of new growth within Cook Islands
Gymnastics Federation and the development of new partnerships and opportunities for
executive members, coaches, young gymnasts and the wider community. This year saw the
appointment of a new president, development tours for coaches and new gym schools
initiatives such as Kindergym and FreeG. As CIGF strives to develop gymnastics ‘the sport
for everyBODY- Te tarekareka no te katoatoa’. CIGF is working extremely hard to achieve

the vision and is leading the way to healthy living for our people and encouraging easy
movement through gymnastics.

A picture taken at the KinderGym come and try session

Achievements
CIGF aims to develop a new avenue for children to get active and for young individuals to
develop their own leadership qualities and coaching accreditation through gymnastics.
There is no lack of demand for CIGF programs as the two existing clubs for school aged
children are currently full, with participants on waiting lists.
Coaches have had training to “kick start” gymnastics in the Cook Islands and an investment
into their ongoing development is a priority. Recruitment of new coaches continues with
several “college” students trained as coaches for club programs. Two CIGF senior coaches
recently attended the GFA Symposium in Wellington, New Zealand. CIGF values our
coaches and sees the need to give them the opportunity to learn and develop their own
coaching skills to then benefit the sport of gymnastics and its development in the Cook
Islands.
CIGF have not only helped developed coaches but also provided opportunities for
executive members to learn and gain new experiences. CIGF President Raukura Ellison
attended the OSEP Educator Course which was held in Fiji this year.
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Being a successful applicant of CISNOC’s AllSport Grants for the last 2 years, has enabled
CIGF to conduct GymSchools Program at preschool and primary schools, attend Just Play
Village Festivals, offer FreeG programs to college students, and fund Sports Development
Officers for targeted programs. Through the Cook Islands Ministry of Health, a grant was
received to fund, our first School Holiday Program with a healthy living theme. This was a
great success with children, parents and the Ministry of Health, and has placed us in good
stead for future programs.

Contributors and partnerships
Major contributors and organisations and where they have helped
-

Gymnastics Australia - Development of Gymnastics in the Cook Islands, assisting in
all areas, especially coach development, governance, strategic planning, program
development, Executive support, developing new initiatives, administrative support,
and challenging us to continually extend ourselves

-

MInistry of Education - support of Gymnastics in Schools

-

Ministry of Health - Grant for school holiday program and purchase or air track and
air beam

-

Tereora College - use of hall for gymnastics classes

-

Rose from Tepuka-storage of gym equipment

-

St Johns Gym School, Hawera, New Zealand - donation of equipment

-

Aus/Nz gym clubs - donation of leotards, accessories and small equipment

-

Cook Islands General Transport- shipping of equipment from New Zealand to
Rarotonga

-

OGU - bringing together our Pacific Peoples to develop gymnastics in Oceania
Founding AGM attended by president
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-

CIGF president nominated as VP for OGU

-

OSEP- president participated in Educator Course

-

CIGF representation in Baku Congress meeting Dec 2018

Coaches Emeline Taulu and Samantha Ellison who attended the 2018 GFA Symposium in Oct this
year.

Challenges
CIGF has an inventory of appropriate equipment to conduct quality programs, but is faced
with the ongoing challenge of transporting and storing it. Due to a lack of venue availability
and prohibitive hire fees, the clubs are forced to use several different venues, using any
means that they can to transport equipment. Often activities are conducted with limited or
no equipment at all. The current equipment storage situation is not secure, so that items
could be stolen, damaged or used unsupervised, putting people at risk of injury.
Securing a permanent venue has continued to be a challenge for CIGF, in the past we made
use of Princess Anne Hall for gym programmes. However we are unable to operate all
classes from there as the school also hires the hall out to other organisations and school
exams are also held there. In term four we held our very first FreeG programme at Tereora
College and due to the senior NCEA exams held in the hall meant that the classes were
outside in the harsh sun. Coach recruitment and retainment is another area that needs
work, similar to other sports codes here on the island the ability to recruit, train and retain
coaches has proven to be difficult. CIGF are trying to combat this challenge by
implementing the FreeG programme in schools and the community we can build the profile
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of gymnastics and potentially the interest in further coaching and participation
opportunities.

Plans for the future
CIGF

is

working

hard

in

developing

gymnastics

throughout Rarotonga and has plans in 2019 for further
development throughout other outer islands. Cook
Islands Gymnastics focuses on the development of
fundamental
individuals

skills
with

for

children,

disabilities.

youth

and

Gymnastics

is

also
the

foundation of all sport and this is where we intend to
start.
CIGF have made a number of grant application through
various vendors for a covered trailer and a van. These
proposals will hopefully will be successful and help
alleviate storage and transport issues that are all too
familiar to CIGF.
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-

FreeG at 2 colleges (Titikaveka and 2nd year at Tereora)

-

Purchase of vehicle and trailer

-

Kindergym for children under 5 years old with an adult carer

-

FreeG for Youth in the community

John Noovao from Tereora College demonstrating a palm spin.
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